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About This Game

You can play table tennis in outer space!!
You feel refreshed! You can choose 6 play zones in this game.

Sky Arena , On the raft , Under the cherry trees , Street basketball court , Seaside golf course , Outer space.
You can enjoy ping pong in an unreal world.

Features

Full-fledged ping pong game supervised by table tennis coach.

You can play forever with a wealth of combinations.
  1. You can choose from 6 unique persons and men.
  2. You can set the strength of the opponent from 3 types of easy, normal and hard.
  3. You can choose whether you are "right handed" or "left handed".
  4. You can choose from 3 types of game set, 1 set, 3 set, 5 sets.
  5. You can choose clothing from training wear, Aloha shirt, swimwear.

This game has a realistic feeling with the CPU's real movement and sound.
  Your physical fitness and skills will improve.

This game also corresponds to cuts and drives, you can hit the ball you want.
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Serve and rally, everything is possible inside VR.
This game has a realistic feeling with the CPU's real movement and sound.

But don’t be careless! Simple balls are smashed by rivals.
One sphere is intimate!!!

Let's enjoy unique character and paradise table tennis in various places.
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So I bought this game and hoped that it would be good.
I played it for 20 minutes and it was fun, tho there are many bugs that make the game really bad.
First bug is the animation of the opponent. It seems that something between 30-50% of the time
the opponent hits the ball there is no animation, so you just have to guess when he will hit the
ball and how so you can react in-time. The second major bug I think is the amount of power you hit
the ball with. I tried various methods and they all seem to be often random. For example:
When I make the serve, I tried to hit the ball with almost no movement and power and on the second
try I used so much movement and power that it would look like I wanna punch someone so hard in his face,
that he will be knocked out for the next few Hours. In the end the game shot the ball on both methods with the same
power, so that the ball would fly meters above the board and the opponent would get a point. So as it seems right now,
you have to just hope and pray to rngesus that your serve works, otherwise the only chance of winning is by winning the
points when your opponent is making the serves. If they would fix those 2 bugs, then this game would be awsome!. verry fun
ping pong game nice gamplay
 only i hope with a next update they put a singleplayer tournament and multiplayer in it and then you have a verry fun game.
Good game. Defeat opponents of all difficulty levels in one hour. Easy for people who have experience playing real ping pong..
There should some achievements in this game.
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